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Abstract
In this paper, we show that the projective Reed-Muller (PRM) codes form a family of locally correctable codes (LCC) in the
regime of low query complexities. A PRM code is specified by the alphabet size q, the number of variables m, and the degree d.
When d ≤ q−1, we present a perfectly smooth local decoder to recover a symbol by accessing γ ≤ q symbols to the coordinates
fall on a line. There are three major parameters considered in LCCs, namely the query complexity, the message length and the
code length. This paper shows that PRM codes are shorter than generalized Reed-Muller (GRM) codes in LCCs. Precisely, given
a GRM code over a field of size q, there exists a class of shorter codes over a field of size q − 1, while maintaining the same
values on the query complexities and the message lengths.
I. INTRODUCTION
Projective Reed-Muller (PRM) codes are first introduced by Lachaud [1] in 1988, and the dimensions and minimum distances
of PRM codes are determined by Sørensen in [2]. From then on the properties of the codes have been studied extensively [3–7].
Several decoding approaches have been proposed [8, 9]. In this paper, the local correctabilities of PRM codes are investigated.
Locally decodable codes (LDC) [10] are a class of error correcting codes allowing that each codeword symbol in the message
part can be corrected probabilistically by accessing a few number of symbols in a corrected codeword with a randomized
algorithm. If the local decoding property is not only available for the message part but also for the parity part, such codes
are called locally correctable codes (LCC). LDCs and LCCs have some important applications in complexity theory, cryptotic
protocols and storage applications.
To evaluate a class of codes for LDCs or LCCs, three major parameters will be considered, namely, the query complexity
γ, the message length k, and the codeword length n. The query complexity indicates the number of codeword symbols that
need to be accessed to recover a symbol of the codeword. The message length indicates the number of message symbols to be
coded, and the codeword length is the number of symbols of the codeword. One of the major objectives in this research is to
find out the shortest codes when the query complexities and the message lengths are specified. To date, a number of LDCs are
proposed to serve for the different ratios between the query complexities and the message lengths. A typical family of LCCs
are generalized Reed-Muller (GRM) codes [11], which are obtained by constructing the binary Reed-Muller codes [12, 13]
over a finite field. For low query complexities, Matching Vector (MV) codes [14, 15] are superior than GRM codes in LDCs,
but MV codes are not belong to LCCs. For the case of large query complexities, GRM codes are not in this regime as their
coding rates cannot higher than 1/2. To overcome this issue, a number of codes are proposed in recent years [16–18]. In
this paper, the LCCs in low query complexities are considered. In [10, Sec. 8.3], the author raise an open question regarding
whether the existence of codes that are shorter than GRM codes in low query complexities. In this work, we answer this
question by showing that PRM codes are shorter than GRM codes.
In this paper, a local decoder for PRM codes is proposed for low query complexities. This regime is previously occupied
by GRM codes, and hence the results are compared with them. As tabulated in Table I, both codes are specified by three
parameters (q, d,m), where q indicates the size of fields, d indicates the degree of polynomials, and m indicates the number of
variables. From the table, given any GRM code with parameters (q, d,m) and d ≤ q − 2, we can construct a PRM code with
(q− 1, d,m) (Assume q− 1 is also a prime power). It can be seen that in both codes, the query complexities and the message
lengths are identical. However, the code length of GRM codes is qm, that is always higher than ((q − 1)m+1 − 1)/(q − 2) <
(1 + (q − 2)−1)(q − 1)m = Θ((q − 1)m), the code length of PRM codes. This shows that the improvement is significant for
small q. When q = 2 (and d = 1), PRM codes are Hadamard codes and the proposed algorithm is actually the same with
the known local decoder for Hadamard codes. Table I also shows that PRM codes over a field of size q − 1 have worse code
distances than GRM codes over a field of size q. This can be seen as a tradeoff, whereas PRM codes provide higher coding
rates in this case.
The proposed PRM local decoder is similar to the GRM local decoder. Given a coordinate w and a codeword, the decoder
try to recover the symbol at coordinate w by accessing a few number of other symbols. Roughly speaking, The decoder first
2TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF REED-MULLER CODES AND PROJECTIVE REED-MULLER CODES
Codes Restriction Query complexity Message length Code length Minimum distance
GRM d ≤ q − 2 d+ 1
(
m+d
d
)
qm (q − d)qm−1
PRM d ≤ q − 1 d+ 1
(
m+d
d
)
(qm+1 − 1)/(q − 1) (q − d)qm−1
randomly picks a coordinate v, v 6= w, and queries the codeword symbols fall on the line passing through w and v. After
obtaining the responses for those symbols, the algorithm solves a single-variate polynomial H(X) such that the evaluations
of H(X) meet the obtained values as many as possible, and then outputs the evaluation H(0). The major differences between
PRM codes and GRM codes are as follows. First, PRM local decoders consider the lines in projective space, and GRM local
decoders consider the lines in affine space. Second, PRM local decoders can query the element at coordinate v (see (4), the
element Lq), and the symbols on the line form a codeword of extended Reed-Solomon codes. In contrast, GRM local decoders
cannot query the element at v, and those symbols form a codeword of Reed-Solomon codes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the definitions of LCCs and a number of traditional
error correcting codes. Section III introduces the proposed local decoder for PRM codes. Then the local correctabilities of
PRM codes are shown in Section IV. Section V concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Nomenclature
Let Fq denote a finite field of q elements, for q a prime power, and let F∗q = Fq \ {0}. Let X = (X1, . . . Xm) or
X = (X0, . . . Xm). An m-dimensional affine space over Fq is defined as
A
m(Fq) := {(a1, . . . , am)|aj ∈ Fq, j ∈ [m]}.
Further, an m-dimensional projective space is defined as
P
m(Fq) := (A
m(Fq) \ {0})/ ∼,
where ∼ is the equivalence relation defined as follows. Given (a1, . . . , am) and (b1, . . . , bm), if there exists λ ∈ F∗q such that
(a1, . . . , am) = (λb1, . . . , λbm), then it can be written by
(a1, . . . , am) ∼ (b1, . . . , bm),
For simplicity, Am and Pm are used to denote Am(Fq) and Pm(Fq), respectively.
Let
Hmd = Fq[X1, . . . , Xm] ∪ {0},
where Fq[X1, . . . , Xm] is a polynomial ring consisting of the homogeneous polynomials of degree d. For any F (X) ∈ Hmd ,
it is known that
F (λX) = λdF (X) ∀λ ∈ F∗q . (1)
(1) shows that F (P ) depends on the choice of the representative of P = [p1 : p2 : · · · : pm] ∈ Pm. To avoid the indeterminacies,
it is necessary to specify the representative of the elements in Pm. For P ∈ Pm, we define
D(P ) = pi,
where i is the smallest integer such that pi 6= 0. Then the representative of P is defined by
N (P ) := (0, . . . , 0, 1, p′i+1, . . . , p
′
m),
where each p′j = pj/D(P ), for j ≥ i+ 1. In addition, let
N (Pm) := {N (P )|P ∈ Pm}.
For j ∈ N, [j] = {1, 2, . . . , j} denotes a set of positive integers. For x,y ∈ Fnq , ∆(x,y) denotes the relative Hamming
distance between x and y. That is, the ratio of different elements between x and y. For x ∈ Fmq with an integer m, x[i]
denotes the i-th symbol of x, and x|S denotes x restricted to symbols indexed by S ⊂ [j].
3B. Locally correctable codes
A class of codes of message length k and codeword length n is called (γ, δ, ǫ)-locally correctable, if for each received
codeword y with up to δn erasures, each symbol y[i], i ∈ [n], can be recovered with probability 1− ǫ, by accessing at most
γ symbols chosen by a randomized algorithm. A formal definition of locally correctable codes is addressed below.
Definition 1. (Locally Correctable Code (LCC)) A code C ⊂ Fnq is (γ, δ, ǫ)-locally correctable, if there exists a randomized
algorithm A such that for each pair (c ∈ C,y ∈ Fnq ) and ∆(c,y) ≤ δ,
Pr[A(y, i) = c(i)] ≥ 1− ǫ
holds for each i ∈ [n], and further A accesses at most γ symbols of y.
In Definition 1, if the local decoding property is available for i ∈ [k], such codes are called locally decodable codes (LDCs).
Clearly, LCC is a subset of LDC. Since this paper only considers LCCs, the details about LDCs are omitted.
A local decoder A consists of two parts, namely the randomized query algorithm Q and the deterministic reconstruction
algorithm R. A local decoder with query complexity γ is called perfectly smooth, if the following requirements are satisfied [19,
20]. First, the deterministic reconstruction algorithm can recover any codeword symbol by accessing other γ symbols within
the codeword at most. Second, the randomized query algorithm meets the requirement that, each query is uniformly distributed
in the codeword. This means that for each symbol, all other symbols has equal chance of being selected in the set of queries.
A formal definition is addressed below.
Definition 2. (Perfectly Smooth Decoder) For a code C ⊂ Fnq with query complexity γ, a local decoder A consists of a
randomized query algorithm Q and a deterministic reconstruction algorithm R : Fγq × [n]→ Fq . For each c ∈ C and a point
i ∈ [n], Q reads i and generates a set of queries Q(i) with |Q(i)| ≤ γ. Next, R reads c|Q(i) and i to recover c[i]. The local
decoder is perfectly smooth if the following conditions hold.
1) For each c ∈ C and i ∈ [n],
R(c|Q(i), i) = c[i].
2) For each i ∈ [n], each query in Q(i) is uniformly distributed over [n].
C. Error correcting codes
A number of error correcting codes are introduced in this subsection.
1) Reed-Solomon codes: (n, k) Reed-Solomon (RS) codes [21] over Fq treat the message as a single-variate polynomial
of degrees less than k, and the codeword is generated by evaluating the polynomial to n = q fixed points. In addition, the
extended Reed-Solomon code (or called doubly-extended Reed-Solomon code) is constructed by appending an extra symbol
to the codeword of (q, k) RS codes, where the extra symbol is the coefficient of the polynomial at degree k − 1. The formal
definition is given as follows.
Definition 3. The Reed-Solomon code over Fq of order d and length n = q is defined by
RSq(d) = {(F (λ))λ∈Fq |F (X) ∈ Fq[X ], degF ≤ d}.
The extended Reed-Solomon code is defined by
ERSq(d) = {(F (λ0), . . . , F (λq−1), F (λ∞))|F (X) ∈ Fq[X ], degF ≤ d},
where F (λ∞) denotes the coefficient of Xd.
RS codes are maximum distance separable (MDS) codes, which possess the optimal trade-off between minimum distances
and the size of redundancies. (n, k) RS codes are able to correct up to E errors and S erasures, as long as 2E + S ≤ n− k.
A number of typical decoders, such as Berlekamp-Welch algorithm [22] and Berlekamp-Massey algorithm [23], can be used
to decode RS codes. In addition, the efficient decoders for extended RS codes are known [24, 25].
2) Generalized Reed-Muller codes: Generalized Reed-Muller (GRM) codes [11] are a family of linear error-correcting
codes by constructing binary Reed-Muller (RM) codes [13] over a finite field. In GRM codes GRMd(m, q), the message is
determined by an m-variate polynomial of degree at most d over Fq, and the codeword is defined as the evaluations of the
polynomial at Fmq . The formal definition is as follows.
Definition 4. The generalized Reed-Muller code over Fq of order d and length n = qm is defined by
GRMq(d,m) = {(F (A))A∈Am |F (X) ∈ Fq[X1, . . . , Xm], degF ≤ d},
where each Ai ∈ Am.
The code dimension and the minimum distance of GRM are known [26, p.72]. In particular, GRMq(d, 1) is Reed-Solomon
codes, and GRM2(1,m) is a punctured version of Hadamard codes.
4Algorithm 1: Randomized query algorithm for PRM codes
Input: w ∈ Pm+1 and d
Output: Λ = (λi ∈ F∗q ∪ {∞})i∈[d+1], L = (Li ∈ N (Pm+1))i∈[d+1] and D = (Di ∈ Fq)i∈[d+1]
1 Let S, |S| = d+ 1, be an arbitrary subset of F∗q ∪ {∞}, and Λ is constructed by ordering the elements of S in random
permutation.
2 Choose v ∈ Pm+1 \ {w} randomly in uniform distribution.
3 for i = 0, . . . , q − 1 do
4 Li =
{
v If λi =∞
N (w + λiv) otherwise
5 Di =
{
1 If λi =∞
D(w + λiv) otherwise
6 end
7 return Λ, L and D.
Algorithm 2: Deterministic reconstruction algorithm for PRM codes
Input: Λ, (ei = F (Li))i∈[d+1], D and w
Output: F (w)
1 Find out a polynomial H(X), degH ≤ d, such that
H(λi) = D
d
i × ei i ∈ [d+ 1], (3)
where H(∞) denotes the coefficient of Xd.
2 return H(0).
When d ≤ q − 2, the GRM codes form a typical family of locally correctable codes with the query complexity d + 1, the
message length k =
(
m+d
d
)
and the code length qm. To recover a symbol at w ∈ Am, the local decoder randomly picks a
vector v ∈ Am \w in uniform distribution and queries d+ 1 symbols fall on
L = {w+ λv|λ ∈ F∗q}. (2)
Those symbols form a codeword of (q, d+1) RS codes. By applying RS decoding algorithm on it, one can obtain a single-variate
polynomial H(X) with degree at most d, and then the decoder returns H(0).
3) Projective Reed-Muller codes: Projective Reed-Muller (PRM) codes [1] are a variant of GRM codes. In PRM codes
PRMq(d,m), the message is determined by an (m + 1)-variate homogeneous polynomial of degree d over Fq , and the
codeword is obtained by evaluating the polynomial in a (m + 1)-dimensional projective space. The PRM code is defined as
follows.
Definition 5. [2] The projective Reed-Muller code over Fq of order d and length n = (qm+1 − 1)/(q − 1) is defined by
PRMq(d,m) = {(F (P ))P∈N (Pm+1)|F (X) ∈ H
m+1
d }.
The code dimension and the minimum distance of GRM are known [2]. Notably, PRMq(d, 1) is extended Reed-Solomon
codes, and PRM2(1,m) is Hadamard codes. In this case PRM2(1,m), the proposed local decoder is the same with the
local decoder for Hadamard codes.
III. PERFECTLY SMOOTH DECODER FOR PRM CODES
In this section, a (d+1)-query perfectly smooth decoder for PRMq(d,m), d ≤ q− 1, is proposed. The approach is similar
to the local decoder for GRM codes. By following Definition 2, the decoder is denoted as a pair of algorithms (Q,A). Given
a codeword ((F (P ))P∈N (Pm+1)) ∈ PRMq(d,m) and a point w ∈ Pm+1, the value F (w) can be recovered via the following
steps. First, the decoder randomly picks v ∈ N (Pm+1) \w in uniform distribution. Then we consider a line passing through
w and v:
Lw(v) := {N (w + λv)|λ ∈ Fq} ∪ {v}. (4)
Notably, Lw(v) includes v, which is not in the set (2) for RM codes. Let S denote an arbitrary subset of F∗q ∪ {∞}, and
|S| = d+ 1. The decoder queries d+ 1 symbols fall in
{N (w + λv)|λ ∈ S}.
5Notably, we define N (w + λv) = v if λ =∞. The obtained values are denoted as
{eλ = F (N (w + λv))|λ ∈ S}. (5)
Second, the decoder solves a single-variate polynomial H(X), degH ≤ d such that
H(λ) = Ddλ × eλ λ ∈ S, (6)
where
Dλ = D(w + v · λ) ∈ Fq. (7)
Further, if ∞ ∈ S, (6) has the equation
H(∞) = Dd∞ × e∞, (8)
which means that the coefficient of Xd is equivalent to Dd∞× e∞. After obtaining H(X), the decoder returns H(0) = F (w).
The details are addressed in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. The following shows that the decoder meets the requirements of
the perfectly smooth decoder in Definition 2.
To verity the first requirement, we show that the set (5) can be considered as a set of evaluations of a single-variate polynomial.
Thus, F (w) can be recovered via the decoding algorithm of extended RS codes, and the first requirement holds. To simplify
the derivations, another formulation of (6) is given as follows. Based on the fact that F is a homogeneous polynomial, we
have
F (N (w + v · λ))
=D−dλ × F (Dλ ×N (w + v · λ))
=D−dλ × F (w + v · λ).
(9)
where Dλ is as defined in (7). Thus, (6) can be written as
H(λ) = F (w + v · λ) λ ∈ S. (10)
That is, it is equivalent to show that {F (w+v ·λ)|λ ∈ Fq}∪{F (v)} forms a set of evaluations of a single variate polynomial.
This statement is proved below.
Lemma 1. For any v,w ∈ N (Pm+1), v 6= w, and any F (X) ∈ Hm+1d , d ≤ q − 1, there exists a single-variate polynomial
H(X), degH ≤ d such that
H(λ) = F (w + v · λ) λ ∈ Fq, (11)
H(∞) = F (v), (12)
where H(∞) denotes the coefficient of H(X) at degree d.
Proof: The homogeneous polynomial F (X) is written by
F (X) =
∑
d0+···+dm=d
γd0,...,dm
m∏
j=0
X
dj
j .
By plugging (wX0 + vX1) into F (X), we obtain
F (wX0 + vX1) = F (w0X0 + v0X1, . . . , wmX0 + vmX1)
=
∑
d0+···+dm=d
γd0,...,dm
m∏
j=0
(wjX0 + vjX1)
dj
= Fw,v(X0, X1).
(13)
From (13), it can be observed that Fw,v(X0, X1) is also a homogeneous polynomial of degree d in X0 and X1. It can be
observed that
(Fw,v(P ))P∈N (P2) ∈ PRMq(d, 2), (14)
which is equivalently the extended RS codes.
In (14), the set of evaluation points can be written as
N (P2) = {(1, λ)|λ ∈ Fq} ∪ {(0, 1)}. (15)
In the following, we show that
H(X) = Fw,v(1, X) =
∑
d0+···+dm=d
γd0,...,dm
m∏
j=0
(wj + vjX)
dj (16)
6meets (11) and (12). It can be seen that degH ≤ d. To verify (12), (X0, X1) = (0, 1) is plugged into (13) to obtain
F (v) = F (v0, . . . , vm) =
∑
d0+···+dm=d
γd0,...,dm
m∏
j=0
v
dj
j = Fw,v(0, 1), (17)
and one can verify that F (v) is equivalent to the coefficient of H(X) at degree d, and this shows that (12) holds.
To verify (11), λ ∈ Fq is plugged into H(X), resulting in
H(λ) = Fw,v(1, λ) = F (w + v · λ). (18)
This completes the proof.
Next, the second requirement of the perfectly smooth decoder is considered. First of all, we show the following result.
Lemma 2. Lw(v) includes q + 1 distinct elements of Pm+1.
Proof: It is equivalent to show the following two statements:
v /∈ {N (w + λv)|λ ∈ Fq}, (19)
N (w + λ0v) 6= N (w + λ1v) ∀λ0, λ1 ∈ Fq, λ0 6= λ1. (20)
Those can be proved by contradictions. To verify (19), assume there exists λ0 ∈ Fq such that
v = N (w + λ0v). (21)
(21) implies there exists γ ∈ F∗q such that
γv = w + λ0v⇒ w = (γ − λ0)v. (22)
As w 6= 0, we have (γ − λ0) 6= 0, and (22) can be written as
N (w) = N (v),
which contradicts the definition w 6= v. Thus, the assumption is false and (19) is proved.
To verify (20), assume there exists δ0, δ1 ∈ Fq, δ0 6= δ1, such that
N (w + δ0v) = N (w + δ1v). (23)
(23) implies that there exists γ ∈ F∗q such that
w + δ0v = γ(w+ δ1v)
⇒ (1− γ)w = (γδ1 − δ0)v.
(24)
In (24), as w,v 6= 0 and δ0 6= δ1, the only possible result is (1− γ) 6= 0 and (γδ1 − δ0) 6= 0, and hence
N (w) = N (v),
which contradicts the definition w 6= v. Thus, the assumption is false. This completes the proof.
With Lemma 2, the second requirement is shown as follows.
Lemma 3. For any w,p ∈ N (Pm+1) and w 6= p, Lw(v) is constructed by choosing v ∈ N (Pm+1) \ {w} uniformly, then
Pr[p ∈ Lw(v)] = (q − 1)/(q
m − 1).
Proof: From the definition (4), when p ∈ Lw(v), we have
p ∈ {v}, (25)
or
p ∈ {N (w + λv)|λ ∈ F∗q}. (26)
(26) implies that there exists γ, λ0 ∈ F∗q such that
γp = w + λ0v
⇒w − γp = −λ0v
⇒N (w − γp) = v.
(27)
From (25) and (27), we have
v ∈ {N (w − γp)|γ ∈ F∗q} ∪ {p}
⇒v ∈ Lw(p) \ {w}.
(28)
7(28) shows that
Pr[p ∈ Lw(v)] = Pr[v ∈ Lw(p) \ {w}]. (29)
From Lemma 2, |Lw(p) \ {w}| = q. Since v is chosen uniformly in N (Pm+1) \ {w}, we have
Pr[v ∈ Lw(P) \ {w}] = q/(n− 1) = (q − 1)/(q
m − 1). (30)
From (29) and (30), the proof is completed.
Lemma 3 shows that for each element of N (Pm+1) \ {w} has equal probability to be chosen in Lw(v). In Algorithm 1,
the order of queries is randomly permuted, and hence the j-th query, j ∈ [q], is uniformly distributed in N (Pm+1) \ {w}.
Thus the proposed decoder meets the second requirement of perfectly smooth decoders.
It is valuable to notice that, the permutation of queries (Step 1 of Algorithm 1) is necessary. If the permutation of queries
is omitted, the array of queries may be given by
(Li = N (w + ωiv))i∈[q], (31)
where {ωi}i∈[q] denotes the q elements of Fq. We note that the list (31) cannot satisfy the second requirement for the perfectly
smooth decoder (Definition 2), though this problem has not appeared in GRM codes. To see this, let V (X) = N (w + λX)
with domain/codomain N (Pm+1). The notation w¯ denotes the smallest integer such that w[w¯] 6= 0, and v¯ denotes the smallest
integer such that v[v¯] 6= 0. Then when w¯ < v¯, there exists v′ 6= v such that V (v) = V (v′). That is, v′ = w + (1 + λ)v.
Since V is not bijective, the image of V is a proper subset of N (Pm+1), and hence the query Li is not uniformly distributed
in N (Pm+1).
IV. LOCAL CORRECTABILITIES OF PRM CODES
Based on the proposed local decoder, this section shows that PRM codes form a family of locally correctable codes. In this
section, the received codewords are corrupted, as opposed to Section III that the codewords do not have errors. The results in
this section follow the prior results for RM codes [10, Sec. 2.2].
Theorem 1. The projective Reed-Muller code PRMq(d,m), d ≤ q − 1, is (d+ 1, δ, (d+ 1)δ)-locally correctable for all δ.
Proof: The algorithm is the same with the decoder in Section III, except that the corrupted codewords are considered.
Given a codeword generated by a polynomial F (X) with δn errors and a point w ∈ N (Pm+1), the objective is to recover
the value F (w) by accessing at most d+ 1 symbols of y. First, the decoder calls Algorithm 1 to obtain the list of queries L.
After obtaining the symbol values corresponding to L, the decoder calls Algorithm 2 to obtain the result. Since each query is
uniformly distributed, the probability that all queries are not corrupted is at least 1− (d+ 1)δ.
Theorem 2. The projective Reed-Muller code PRMq(d,m), d ≤ σq − 1, is (q, δ, 2δ/(1− σ))-locally correctable for all δ.
Proof: The algorithm is a modification of the decoder in Section III. In this case, the decoder queries all elements
corresponding to Lw(v) \w, and employs the extended RS decoding algorithm to decode the symbol. Precisely, assume there
exists a codeword generated by F (X). The decoder received the codeword y with δn errors and a point w ∈ N (Pm+1), the
decoder try to recover F (w) by accessing at most q symbols of y. The algorithm consists of two steps. In the first step,
Lw(v) := {N (w + λv)|λ ∈ F
∗
q ∪ {∞}}.
is constructed by choosing v ∈ N (Pm+1) \ w in uniform distribution. Then the codeword symbols indexed by Lw(v) are
queried, and the obtained values are denoted as
{eλ = F (N (w + λv))|λ ∈ F
∗
q ∪ {∞}}.
In the second step, the local decoder try to finds out a univariate polynomial H(X) with degH ≤ d, such that
H(λ) = Ddλ × eλ λ ∈ F
∗
q ∪ {∞},
can be satisfied as many as possible, where Dλ = D(w+v ·λ). If H(X) can be determined, the decoder outputs H(0), or else
outputs error. By RS decoders, it is known that if the number of unsatisfied equations (errors) are smaller than ⌊(1− σ)q/2⌋,
the polynomial can be uniquely determined.
As each query set is individual, the probability lower bound of the successful decoding can be evaluated by Markov inequality.
This gives that the probability that H(X) cannot be determined is at most 2δ/(1− σ).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper shows that PRM codes form a family of LCCs in the regime of low query complexities. When q = 2 and d = 1,
PRM codes are Hadamard codes, and the proposed local decoder is the same with the known decoder for Hadamard codes.
Further, given a class of GRM codes, we show that there exists a class of PRM codes that is shorter than RM codes with the
same query complexities and message lengths.
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